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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.1-rev17
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.1-rev15
Open-Xchange EAS 7.8.1-rev9
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3400.
46533 Open-Xchange Report Client ﬂoods logs with hazelcast warnings
Hazelcasts checked for remote executions log on level WARN while it is just an INFO.
Already ﬁxed in hazelcast version 3.7. and will be ﬁxed in an upcoming 3.6.x. But for now the log
level of logging classes will be reduced dynamically for report generation.
46628 The facet ”folder” is mandatory and has to be set
The error was a race condition in folder selection for search.
This has been ﬁxed by only using visible/enabled options.
46679 A lot of additional SETMETADATA/LIST/LSUB IMAP commands while Login
Superﬂuous SETMETADATA/LIST/LSUB IMAP commands.
This has been solved by avoiding superﬂuous SETMETADATA/LIST/LSUB IMAP commands.
46785 OX Pagination issue in UI
All header ﬁelds were requested.
This has been ﬁxed by using ’com.openexchange.mail.api.IMailMessageStorageExt’ interface for efﬁcient retrieval of header names.
45553 Movecontextﬁlestore produces error ’AVERAGE USER SIZE’ not found in ﬁle /opt/openxchange/etc
The path information for a registered ﬁle storage does not contain the scheme. In turn yielding a
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException when trying to create an instance of java.io.File as such an URI
is expected to have its scheme equal to ”ﬁle”.
Solution: Ensure a non-null scheme in speciﬁed java.net-URI instance when resolving to a ﬁle storage, fall-back to ”ﬁle” if absent.
45819 Spam Experts integration not showing settings menu item after package installation
Extension point IDs used to integrate into the settings menu.
This has been solved by changing to new extension points.
46574 Error after sending vCard
Sending vCard uses a list request that gets lots of null values that are not expected in the contacts
model. An error was displayed if the user try to edit the vcard after sending it.
This has been ﬁxed by droppping certain null values after list request (birthday and distribution list),
also ﬁxed ”scrollIntoView ” run-time error.
46743 Mail-Body did not get displayed
CSS content were not properly parsed/detected if surrounded by HTML comments and Mail-Body
was not displayed.
Solution: Orderly parse/detect CSS content surrounded by HTML comments.
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46779 Signature appears below quoted text instead above
Signatures were always displayed below quoted text.
With this ﬁx, it is possible to display signatures above quoted text again.
46805 Special use folder ignored
Special use folders were not considered for the primary mail account.
This has been ﬁxed by adding an initial special use check for primary mail account.
46864 No mail content shown: Multipart mail could not be parsed
Some Multipart mails coud not be parsed if a source attribute in a Image-Tag contains another tag.
Changed parsing for image-tags to display those mails.
46970 Linked appointment and task within an email cannot be displayed
If an user click on an invalid appoitment/task link, he got the spinner.
With this ﬁx, the appointment is displayed or the link is displaying the folder from the link.
47071 E-Mail Reminder does not display the originating Mail
It was not possible to open the email from a reminder.
Now the original email is displayed if the user click the reminder from the notiﬁcation bar.
47166 Redirect to logoutLocation does not work anymore
Redirect to loginLocation and logoutLocation does not work.
With this ﬁx, the custom login and logout Locations are working again.
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Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Conﬁguration Files

Change #3413 Introduced a conﬁguration to initialize the primary mail account with specialuse folders
Introduced the following property within imap.properties:
# Specifies whether the primary mail account should be initialized with special-use folders
from the imap server or not # Default is ’false’
com.openexchange.imap.initWithSpecialUse=false
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

46533, 46628, 46679, 46785, 45553, 45819, 46574, 46743, 46779, 46805, 46864, 46970, 47071,
47166,
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